
Champa Bay Sports & Quantum Evolution Launch Fundraiser Event at Tampa Club
Champa Bay Sports LLC and Quantum Evolution Enterprises are co-launching their startups at
the Tampa Club on Tuesday, February 22, 2022 from 6-11pm (tickets: champabaylaunch.com).
All ticket proceeds will go toward donation to their corporate social responsibility partner,
Leukemia & Lymphoma Society. Champa Bay Sports, a community-centric organization located
in Tampa, FL and Quantum Evolution, a corporate wellness enterprise headquartered in St.
Petersburg, FL are aligned by impacting the Tampa Bay area through collaborative events, as
well as sharing identical missions and values which illuminate innovation, inclusion, agility,
philanthropy and community. Also, both recently became proud partners of the NFL Alumni,
Tampa Chapter. This is one of several noteworthy community partners who will cross-promote
community empowerment through their networks.
These companies have a combined total of 15+ employees that share the same Chief
Empowerment Officer, Ben Sever. Champa Bay Sports is the 4th company that Tampa Native
and serial entrepreneur, Ben Sever, has brought to market in the last 12 months in addition to
eRemede, a HIPAA compliant mobile medical platform and Deal Closer Digital, a creative
videography firm. “From the outside, these companies seem unrelated, but my goal has always
been to have an integrated portfolio of the most current emerging industries. Healthcare
technology, corporate wellness, creative videography and community-centric brands can all
relate to any progressive executive of today,” says Sever. These four companies just showcased
their talent at Amalie Arena for Synapse Florida’s inaugural innovation summit. They are proud
to all be cohesively scaling in tandem, have significant funding and a talent dense team of
award-winning entrepreneurs, innovators, ivy league engineers, philanthropists, venture
capitalists, veterans and community leaders. “Before partnering with this portfolio, Quantum
Evolution already had noteworthy clients such as Tampa Bay Buccaneers athletes, IHeartRadio
hosts, professional boxers and medical professionals. This collaboration and merger with these
companies will expedite both local and national growth faster than we ever imagined,” said Trip
Harlan, Chairman of Quantum Evolution.
Champa Bay Sports (CBS) was originally only a a sports retail brand, which quickly
transformed into a four-pillar enterprise. “To capture the essence of being the premiere Champa
Bay ambassador, we had to look at all local champions that can apply to our city’s new
nickname, Champa Bay. Tampa Bay is now home to world-class athletics, academia,
entrepreneurship, economic development, innovation, finance, healthcare, military operations,
media and philanthropy. CBS is committed to being the mecca of championship apparel, a
marketplace of brand empowerment and a beacon for collaborative inspiration,” says Sever.
The four pillars are altruistic apparel, community cohesion, pioneering philanthropy and
motivational media.” In short, the team has created a 20+ impact board consisting of local
industry leaders within the aforementioned industries to ensure unique opportunities for;
students to participate for resume experience, build-a-business workshops by their board of
esteemed career operators, and a constant media presence to highlight their profound
accomplishments in hopes to inspire other emerging brands. On a final note, the momentum
Champa Bay Sports LLC couldn’t have come at a better time for our community as Champa Bay
Sports just received the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society’s 2021 “Ignite Award,” which is
awarded to 1 of 200+ participants in the Light the Night Fundraiser. “This award was not just
awarded for raising over $26,000 in 8 weeks, but to the team who also created innovative



awareness, maintained relentless energy and whose leadership will continue to drive change
within our organization.” -- Kristine Lee, Campaign Development Manager.
Tampa Bay continues to catalyze growth by highlighting dynamic startups, missions and
disruptive collaborations. To attend this event, please go to champabaylaunch.com.


